SOUL ?
You question ? Law-Giver Manifest answers!
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1 GOD's latest message the Law-Giver Manifest

1GOD 1FAITH 1Church Universe Custodian Guardians

S O U L you got 1
1GOD is the original Soul & Eternal-Soul. The Soul is spiritual. The
Original Soul is 1GOD both good & bad. 1GOD created 2 types of
Worlds. The Spiritual: 'HEAVEN' & the physical: 'Universe'. They co-exist
complementing each other.
On day4 of creation 1GOD gave every physical life-form a spiritual
companion. A Soul! You got 1. Note! The Soul's physical human-cycle
begins at Birth> growing> learning> multiplying> teaching> dying>
cremation.
S O U L purpose
A Soul after entering a physical-body is given a 'Mission' from
1GOD. The mission is to gain specified ' Life-Experiences'. The
Soul delivers these to the 'Purity-Scale'.
A Soul's physical-body is there to make life-experiences possible.
The Soul's relationship with it's physical-body is volatile &
imperfect just like the Universe.
The Soul & physical-body have 2 Angels assigned to them
both of them Guardian-Angel. 1 guards the mission. The
other tests' (temptation) the maturity of the Soul & its
moral-strength (conscience).
When the Souls' mission is completed the physical-body
dies. The Soul moves up to the bright Spiritual-Gate. A
dark Spiritual-Gate means the 'Gatekeeper-Angel' will
send the Soul back (incomplete mission).
Humans are a favored life-form of 1GOD. Result the Soul
& Humans are more intense. The release of the Soul at
time of death is not always achieved . No release, Soul
cannot go through Spiritual-Gate. No live body, Soul
cannot go back. The Soul is in limbo a Ghost!
Cremation & Prayer releases the Soul. Souls that where
released through Cremation with unfinished missions. Have these
added to he next mission (Reincarnation).

1GOD is waiting to here from YOU ! ÿ

S O U L – Prayer
Dear 1GOD, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
I feel empty, lost, without purpose
A humble custodian guardian who struggled to be good
A much loved person who fulfilled their mission
Fire frees this Soul for Judgment-Day
A unique Soul missed
For the Glory of 1GOD & the Good of Humankind
This prayer is said after a person died or any time. Is used at the End-portal
ceremony at the Crematorium.
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S O U L enter's H E A V E N !
A Gate-Keeper decides whether to welcome a Soul or send it back. A
welcomed Soul is then questioned by 1GOD, it's Judgment-Day. After
explaining the Soul moves to the Purity-Scales.
A Soul's Life-experiences are transferred to the Purity-Scales.
The Left side measures Good deeds & the Right side measures
wrongs. Which-ever side is lower the Soul has a relive experience.
The relive experience may be enhanced by Prayers.
A Soul's current memory is erased & transferred to a LifeExperiences Vault. The Soul than enters its new physical lifeform (Reincarnation).
Reincarnation is an apprenticeship by a Soul towards becoming an
Angel. Being an Apprentice the Soul is on a learning curve prone to
errors. When a Soul has accumulated enough life-experiences to
have completed their Apprenticeship it qualifies to be Angel.
1GOD Welcomes the new Angel & dispenses Immortality.
1GOD is exuberant, jubilant, happy,...
All the Immortals (Angels) are humming, are Harmonies'...
Heaven is pulsating with pure Energy beyond human comprehension...
Related: 1GOD ~ Green Concept

